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Woman applying cream from a tube to the back of her left hand.
Jenny Keefe
From perfume to irons, coats to chocolate, MoneySavers have grabbed hundreds of 

brand-new freebies. This guide has a rundown of the top product-testing freebie 

sites and how to bag the best stuff.
Product development&#39;s big business. By checking items work and verifying mar

keting claims, companies boost sales. Add the power of word-of-mouth recommendat

ions, and it&#39;s clear why they&#39;re happy for you to test goodies for nowt.
The idea&#39;s simple: you test goodies for free in return for your views on whe

ther they work, or sometimes sharing what you think with your mates. Some firms 

even give you cash on top.
How to take part
Company websites that send you products directly. Rather than using third-party 

sites, some companies advertise for product testers on their own websites. We&#3

9;ve spotted both Philips and Vileda looking for product testers, and if you do 

a hunt around yourself you&#39;ll find more.
While you may not be selected straightaway, some MoneySavers report huge success

 by keeping at it. Please add your successes to the Product Testing forum discus

sion.
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Read our Villento Casino Review, or visit Villento Casino.
In the fourth spot, we have UK Casino Club, which is also one of the oldest ones

, originating back in the year 2000.
 It is licensed by the UK Gambling Commission, it was audited by eCOGRA, and it 

also received the approval of the Kahnawake Gaming Commission.
our final verdict is that this is definitely a great platform, well worth of you

r time.
 The casino went live in 2004, and it made quite a name for itself in years that

 followed by offering fair, safe, and fun service.
The platform was licensed by the UK Gambling Commission and eCOGRA, and like the

 others, it uses Microgaming&#39;s technology to offer hundreds of games, includ

ing slots, live games like blackjack, and more.
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 This payment method is not as prevalent as Ethereum or Tether but there are mor

e than enough casinos where you can gamble with XRP.
 You should not worry about the reputation of these websites as they have long b

een known in the industry.
Furthermore, this Ripple casino allows you to take part in gambling tournaments.
The coolest rewards are waiting for high rollers though.
This way, you can use XRP to bridge the gap between two different currencies or 

assets, significantly increasing the speed of financial transactions.
 Since there is no need to solve math problems and add transactions to blocks, i

t makes transfers a lot easier as opposed to traditional cryptocurrencies.
Its features fit in with cryptocurrency gambling just perfectly:
Even though XRP tokens were not intended to be an investment, their price does t

end to surge nicely because of the efforts and long-term plans of the developers
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